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VANCE ROSE 
Consulting Winemaker

ABOUT THE WINE
We are thrilled to transition our Chardonnay to a Sonoma Coast appellation wine which 
allows us to include fruit from our new estate vineyard. Our estate vineyard is located in 
the Sebastopol Hills area of southwest Sonoma Coast and has four acres of 24-year-old 
Chardonnay vines with two clones (95 and 17/Robert Young). The fruit from our vineyard 
is blended with fruit from one of our dedicated grape growers located to the northwest of  

our vineyard and they supply us with the Wente clone of Chardonnay.
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ABOUT THE WINERY 
RouteStock is an invitation to discover the deep roots of winemaking in Napa and Sonoma, 
planted firmly at each step of your journey through our vineyard sites. Every glass tells the 
story of Napa and Sonoma’s remarkable fine wine heritage, from the famous routes that wind 
between the vineyards, to the roots that produce its world-renowned grapes. An endeavor of 
enduring Napa-based importer Wilson Daniels, RouteStock is established as a product that 

consistently over-delivers in quality at a very attractive price point. 

KEY SELLING POINTS
• Wilson Daniels’ owned brand established in 2009 

• Wine that consistently over delivers in quality at a very attractive price point

• Committed to great fruit, we partner with dedicated growers who ensure the vines are 
treated to our specifications 

• We practice minimal intervention winemaking, using native yeasts, natural malolactic 
fermentation and no chemical additions 

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Varietal: 100% Sonoma Coast Chardonnay 

Barrel Aging: 8 months in 100% French oak; 90% neutral and 10% once used
Alcohol: 13.8%

BEST BUY
“Ample spices, butter and ripe 
fruits in the aroma lead to a rich 
palate of poached pears, almonds 
and a touch of butterscotch in this 

full-bodied, affordable wine.” 

– Jim Gordon, February 2023


